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Lesson Planning for Block Scheduling  
How to Place Two Lessons in One Day 

 
Open up Teacher Express and click on Lesson Planner (see red box below). 
 

 
 
From your lesson planner create some lesson plans (see Walk Thru Guide for Teacher 
Express if you need support in creating lesson plans).   
 
After you have successfully created some lesson plans, you are ready to begin merging 
multiple lesson plans into one day.  Go to your monthly view (see below). 
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Many schools utilize block scheduling and therefore have twice the amount of time with 
their students.  Therefore, it is important for teachers to be able to create lesson plans 
that are representative of the amount of time teachers will be spending with their students. 
 
We will begin by merging the lesson plan for Tuesday with the lesson plan on Monday.  Keep 
in mind that the lesson plan for Tuesday after it is merged with Monday’s will represent 
what the teacher and students will do on Monday in class (see red box below). 
 

 
 
In your toolbar at the top of your lesson plan click on “Planner” and select “Plan Forward” 
(see box below). 
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After you click on “Plan Forward” you will see the following screen (see box below).  Change 
the date in the future plan date to match the date of the lesson plan you are merging to (see 
red box below). 
 

 
 
Click on the first line in the box (Plan, in this example) of the lesson plan you are moving.  
That line will turn to blue.  Hold your “Shift” key down and click on the last item in your list 
of components (Teach: Activity Lab in this example).  All of the components should now be 
highlighted in blue.  This also activates the buttons to the right (see red box below). 
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Next we are going to add these highlighted items to the other combined lesson plan by 
clicking “Add as Core”.  After you click on the “Add as Core” button all the items that were 
highlighted in blue will disappear and can be found on the lesson plan you wanted it to be 
merged to.  Finally, click on “Done” and you have successfully merged these two lesson plans 
(see red box below). 
 

 
 
Open up the lesson plan you merged and you will see all items from both lesson plans 
together.  You can now edit, rearrange or customize the lesson plan to fit your specific 
needs. 
 
The final thing you will need to do is to go back to the first lesson plan and copy the lesson 
objectives and paste them into the merged lesson plan so all of the objectives for both 
lessons will appear. 
 

 


